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Sharing our experience 

This is the very first edition of SGS Search’s property magazine. You’re probably 
thinking: why a magazine about property? The answer is simple: property 
is booming! The demand for real estate in the Netherlands is increasing 
substantially. The (global) economy is gaining momentum, money is easy to come 
by and being invested into promising opportunities. Investing in property is an 
attractive prospect, both within and outside the Netherlands. But the big question 
is: how can you ensure that you’re buying marketable property?  
 
As an independent inspection agency and data collector, we have our own 
perspective on the built environment and the current purchase and sale market. 
From us you can expect expert investigation into the facts, rather than theoretical 
discussions. In our technical due diligence research we combine different building 
inspections: from energy and asbestos to fire safety and installations. From this 
integral perspective we can take an unbiased look at the opportunities and risks 
that we encounter every day in our work in the purchase and sale of property. 
In this magazine, we take you into our world of experience and show you the 
importance of technical due diligence inspections in property transactions, so that 
you really know what to watch out for. 
 
This integral approach can help establish practical solutions for issues at every 
life phase of a building. Because each phase comes with its own challenges 
and opportunities. Think for example of technical risk assessments, project 
management for demolition and renovation projects, managing property in a 
transitional phase and improving the sustainability of existing property. However 
varied these phases may be, they all have one thing in common, the importance 
of expert and reliable fact-finding on which you can base your decisions. 
 
But how do you stand out as a service provider in a hot property market? The 
answer is by moving fast. We know that, when it comes to the purchase and 
sale of property, and with pressing property management issues, speed is of the 
essence. With our strong local roots and SME mentality, together with a global 
SGS network, we combine the best of two worlds. That means maintaining 
direct communication, being available day and night and acting in a customer and 
solution-oriented way.   
 
The combination of local sensitivity with a global playing field leads to a great 
deal of insight and fantastic contracts. Such as the technical due diligence that 
we carried out in the purchasing process of the Atrium in Amsterdam, the largest 
single asset deal ever in Dutch history. We have been involved in some fantastic 
projects that are just too great for us not to share. You can read all about them 
in this magazine. After all, the success of our organisation and the service we 
provide lies in inspiring and sharing knowledge with our customers. With this 
magazine we hope to do just that. 
 
On behalf of the entire SGS Search organisation, I hope that you enjoy it!!

foreword

STeven TraaST
direcTor BuilT environmenT
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a STep furTher

Proud. That is how I feel about this first edition of our international property 
magazine. A deep dive into the world of technical due diligence. As the Director 
of SGS Search, I can tell you that we have been dealing with the subject of 
property for a long time. Over the past 25 years, our organisation has grown from 
an asbestos specialist to an all-round advice and inspection agency for the built 
environment. Since 2014, we have been doing this under the banner of SGS, 
the global leader in the field of inspection, control, analysis and certification. This 
makes us part of a fine, complete and global organisation. 

In this magazine we offer you a peek behind the scenes, to look at the knowledge 
we acquire in day-to-day practice, the data we have collected over years of 
inspections, and also a number of developments that are at the top of the agenda 
for SGS Search. Cases in which we go a step further.

Having acquired plenty of experience of building inspections in the Netherlands, 
we are increasingly extending our activities across the border into Europe and 
beyond. We combine the best of both worlds: strong local roots and a global SGS 
network. Take technical due diligence, for example: we are capable of inspecting 
large portfolios in various countries in short time-scales. Fast and discreet, with a 
single point of contact for the whole process.

As true fact-finders, we thought that we can do more with the data we collect 
in property inspections. For this reason, in this magazine we offer a factual look 
behind the curtains of the buildings that we have inspected over the last three 
years. With the analysis of over 600 properties, we provide insight into the main 
points of concern in office, retail and residential property. For example, did you 
know that a defect in the area of fire safety is found in virtually every office 
building in the Netherlands? You can read more about this on page 28. We are 
currently investigating the possibility of going a step further with this data. We are 
working on an innovative tool for using this building data to predict expected costs 
for similar buildings. 

Finally, in the last year we have taken a major step in our service provision after 
the technical due diligence. In today’s property market we are increasingly seeing 
that investors are purchasing property that is in a good location, but which needs a 
lot of work. For example, because the building needs to be completely renovated. 
Or because it is an office building that has to serve as a residential complex. The 
data and findings from a TDD inspection provide the new owner with a very useful 
starting point for subsequent research to undertake this type of modification. To 
support property owners on a technical level with the transition of their building, 
SGS Search has brought the transition management service onto the market. You 
can read more about this on page 40.

Happy reading! 
 

ediTorial

udo walTman
direcTor, SgS Search
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The inveSTmenT 
climaTe for duTch 
properTy: moSTly 
Sunny – BuT wiTh a 
few cloudS looming 
on The horizon

As a firm of inspectors and 
consultants, we spend most 
of our time investigating and 
developing solutions for specific 
property issues. As a result, 
we deliberately take a more 
pragmatic approach and tend 
not to speculate on visions or 
predictions for the future. But in 
this magazine, we’re breaking 
with tradition to share our 
outlook for the Dutch property 
market – to help readers put the 
content in this magazine into 
context.  

a growing economy 
Rewind to summer 2018: things are 
looking good for the Dutch property 
market. Raised levels of producer 
and consumer confidence, combined 
with persisting low interest rates 
and economic growth, fuel sustained 
high demand for property in the 
Netherlands. Thanks to the generous 
package of stimulus measures from 
the European Central Bank and the 
exceptionally low interest rates, 
Dutch investors have access to more 
capital than ever before to plough into 
property. 
 
a BriTiSh exoduS? 
And then there’s Brexit, it’s difficult 
to predict what kind of an impact this 
will have. We expect that many pan-
European institutions and multinational 
companies will want to retain their 
EU ‘passport’ and will relocate their 
headquarters in the United Kingdom to 

a new base on the European mainland. 
Alongside Germany, the Netherlands 
is expected to be a favoured new 
location thanks to its stable economic 
and geopolitical policy. Unilever and 
the European Medicines Agency 
have recently made the move to the 
Netherlands.  

riSing demand for duTch properTy 
Investors and their representatives are 
queuing up to make sure that they get 
themselves a larger slice of the Dutch 
property market pie. Dutch pension 
funds, insurers and asset managers 
are increasing the proportion of 
property investments in their 
portfolios. The Dutch property market 
is attracting more foreign investment 
too; Asian and Arabian investors 
in particular have rediscovered the 
potential in the Dutch property 
market. A consortium of French 
and Korean investors purchased the 

property buyers are increasingly calling 
on the services of due diligence 
specialists, and are consulting these 
experts for advice at an earlier stage 
of the negotiations process.  
 
The world of Tdd 
This trend is fuelling increased 
demand for due diligence inspections, 
and in turn, technical due diligence 
(TDD), which is an important 
component of the due diligence 
process. We have observed that 
clients are increasingly demanding 
greater expertise and more in-depth 
technical inspections in the run-up to 
a property transaction. Based on our 
real-life experiences, this magazine 
will take you on a journey into the 
world of TDD.

1 CBRE Real Estate Market Outlook 2018

Atrium building in the Zuidas business 
district of Amsterdam. This was the 
largest single asset deal ever to take 
place in the Netherlands, and the 
investors benefited from our technical 
management service throughout the 
purchase process. Read more about 
this ground-breaking deal on page 22. 
 
Supply noT meeTing demand 
There is one cloud obscuring this 
bright, sunny picture: While demand 
continues to rise exponentially, the 
market has been unable to keep up in 
terms of supply. There is a shortage 
of attractive investment opportunities 
in top locations, and this shortage is 
causing friction, because investors 
want to see immediate returns on the 
billions of euros they have invested. 
Many buyers and their finance 
providers are settling for investment 
projects with less favourable risk 
profiles. They are opting for top 

locations in less in-demand cities or 
to redevelop buildings that have stood 
empty for long periods of time. Real 
estate agent CBRE has identified 
a trend: “Competition for the best 
properties is so strong that investors 
are prepared to take greater risks.1” 
 
grounded in facTS 
To enable investors to step up the 
level of risk in a responsible way, it is 
crucial that risks are managed more 
effectively. Better risk management 
is the only way to reduce the risk of 
problems further down the line. To be 
able to pass on or eliminate any risks 
through negotiation, it is essential 
that the buyer has an in-depth 
understanding of the risks connected 
to a property or portfolio. Investors like 
to base their calculations on expected 
cash flows, and are keen to determine 
in advance exactly how much money 
they will earn. With this in mind, 
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in The SpoTlighT

QueenS TowerS amSTerdam

year of construction
1999 
floor area
34,612 m2  
function
office building

Queens Towers is comprised of 
three office blocks named after 
three Dutch queens: Wilhelmina, 
Juliana and Beatrix. Their 
distinctive aluminium roofs make 
these buildings stand out in the 
urban landscape.

in The SpoTlighT

 roTTerdam Science Tower

year of construction/renovation
1979 - 2012 
floor area
31,446 m2  
function
office building

The Rotterdam Science Tower 
is a place where science and 
business come together under 
one roof. The prestigious 
innovation centre houses 
biomedical organisations and 
start-ups powered by research at 
the nearby Erasmus University 
Medical Centre. 
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‘The latter is important. American 
finance providers pay a great deal of 
attention to due diligence, perhaps 
even more than their European 
counterparts. They expect us to be 
able to identify all of the income risks 
for the duration of the loan. That’s why 
technical due diligence is an integral 
part of our due diligence process for 
financing deals.’ 
‘We ask entrepreneurs to compile 
a multi-year maintenance plan for 
each property as part of the business 
plan. By doing so, we hope to avoid 
technical setbacks. It is important to 
know as much as possible, such as 
how much has to be invested for use 
of the property to run smoothly for the 
duration of the loan. Such information 
can be decisive when it comes to the 
ultimate decision on whether the deal 
goes through or not. For this part of 
our preparatory work we are happy 
to work with SGS Search. They have 
the know-how, the reputation and the 
international network to reinforce our 
proposition, certainly in terms of our 
partnership with Morgan Stanley.’

Trend
The partnership between Unifore 
and Morgan Stanley marks a trend 
on the Dutch real estate financing 
market. Major and renowned financial 
investors such as Morgan Stanley 
and PGIM, but also smaller, more 
specialised funds, are entering the 
Dutch real estate refinancing market. 
They mainly focus on office buildings 

BreakThrough in The 
refinancing markeT
Unifore does the groUnd work for Morgan stanley Bank

In October of last year, specialist 
real estate financing and 
asset management company 
Unifore entered into a special 
partnership with the American 
investment bank Morgan 
Stanley. ‘Morgan Stanley wants 
to expand its market share of 
the Dutch property market and 
asked us to act as their arranger 
for financing deals,’ explained 
partner Chester de Koste 
from his office in Amsterdam-
Zuidoost. ‘Since then, we have 
been approaching borrowers to 
find out if they match the profile 
Morgan Stanley is looking for. 
We also seek out properties with 
a sufficiently stable cash flow in 
order to reduce the likelihood of 
default.’

in the segment above 15 to 20 million 
euro. Because the European banks are 
withdrawing from this niche, it offers 
them an attractive opportunity to grow 
their market share. An increasing 
number of non-European investors are 
following in their wake. 
De Koste: ‘Before the credit crunch, 
banks operated as a one-stop shop 
where you could go for all types of 
credit. But since the introduction 
of new legislation, they are being 
more particular about their lending. 
So, factors including the Basel IV 
agreement have led to banks adapting 
their leverage and making the risks 
involved more visible. Foreign real 
estate finance providers are now 
grasping their opportunity. Going on 
current volumes, we estimate that 
in the next few years alone, billions 
of refinancing capital will be made 
available for property by American 
finance providers.’
Despite that volume, banks like 
Morgan Stanley prefer not to set up 
their own branches in the Netherlands. 
To gain access to Dutch networks 
and specific knowledge of the local 
circumstances, they want to work 
in partnership with a local platform. 
De Koste: ‘That’s where we came 
into the picture for Morgan Stanley. 
For them we are a nice extension to 
their London operation. The financing 
side of our business is strong in all 
forms of service provision in the field 
of structured real estate finance, the 
equity division specialises in asset 

Chester de Koste: 
‘ For Morgan Stanley we are 
a nice extension to their 
London operation’

an in-depTh look aT properTy
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and recovery management. Many of 
our partners also have a background 
in international banking, so they know 
the ins and outs of investors like 
Morgan Stanley and what they are 
looking for.’

The added value of Technical due 
diligence 
The arrival of more foreign investors 
on the refinancing market means 
different requirements in terms of 
the preparatory work involved in a 
transaction. In particular, the aspect of 
due diligence is attracting increasing 
attention. An increasing number of 
professional investors want to be 
certain in advance how much they 
should keep in reserve, for example 
for technical maintenance, a statutory 
energy certification or replacement 
costs. This is also the reason that 
Unifore sought a partnership with the 
technical due diligence experts at SGS 
Search.

The partnership had already been 
established some time earlier. As 
Steven Traast, Built Environment 
director of SGS Search, recalled: ‘We 
were initially engaged by Unifore to 
carry out the technical due diligence 
for a part of the IVG portfolio. 
Chester and his colleagues acted 
as acquisition consultants for the 
purchase on behalf of an American 
company, H.I.G. Bayside Capital. At 
the time, we inspected six office 
buildings and a shopping centre, a 
total of 55,000 square metres. Based 
on our findings we generated a 
multi-year maintenance plan for each 
property. That gave Unifore sufficient 
confidence to draw up a business 
plan which ultimately won over the 
investors.’
Our partnership worked so well that 
SGS Search has now been engaged by 
Unifore as its partner for the technical 
pre-assessments for the deals it does, 
and also for refinancing proposals 

by Morgan Stanley. De Koste: ‘It is a 
significant asset for us. Our principle 
is relatively simple, both the credit 
provider and the borrower know 
where they stand on all aspects of 
the deal right up to the planned exit. 
If it is not known beforehand that the 
roof is in poor condition and will need 
replacing, and allowances are not 
made for that, then that will reduce 
your return. If the building is not 
functioning efficiently, tenants become 
dissatisfied and that manifests itself in 
less income. Thanks to technical due 
diligence, we can exclude a significant 
risk group.’

new markeT SegmenT
De Koste estimates that the close 
collaboration with a technical due 
diligence specialist is still fairly unusual 
in the Dutch real estate (re-)financing 
market. ‘It is still not commonplace. 
This surprises me, because this kind 
of partnership yields great benefits for 
both parties.’ 
‘In the proposals that we submit to the 
London bankers of Morgan Stanley on 
which to base their final assessment, 
we can guarantee with our hands on 
our hearts that technical setbacks 
have pretty much been excluded. We 
rely heavily on the findings of SGS 
Search in this. During this stage of 
the preparatory phase of a financing 
deal, they lead and we follow. In turn, 
SGS Search is tapping into an entirely 
new market segment. Technical due 
diligence is commonplace in sale 
and purchase transactions, but it 
is still unusual in the refinancing of 
real estate although it can deliver 
significant returns.’ 

‘A technical due diligence 
specialist is still fairly 
unusual in the Dutch real 
estate (re-)financing 
market.’

in The SpoTlighT

acanThuS amSTerdam

year of construction/renovation
2003 - 2016 
floor area
47,682 m2 office space, 
16,573 m2 parking 
function
office building

A flexible, dynamic and 
stimulating working environment 
that encourages and facilitates 
collaboration, this is what ING 
created when it renovated 
Acanthus Amsterdam. ING’s 
ambition to ensure that the 
customer feels at home is 
reflected in the numerous casual 
‘living rooms’ and the trendy 
coffee bar.
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In property deals, everything hinges on the returns that you expect the investment to generate. But 
changes in the market and unexpected costs to resolve issues with the property can put this projected 
income at risk. To take some of the guesswork out of the transaction, the buyer will work through an 
extensive due diligence process. 

Due diligence involves obtaining as much information as possible on the property to be purchased, to 
ensure that the transaction is enacted with an appropriate level of care. A report is drawn up providing 
information on the tax status, legal status and the commercial and technical features of the property. 
Technical due diligence (TDD) is an important tool used to clearly map risks when you are preparing for 
a property deal. 

don’T play gueSSing gameS: 
Tdd iS your SafeTy neT 

1 SponSor riSk: The risk that 
one of the parties fails, after the 

transaction, to deliver what was agreed 
to achieve the expected returns on 
which the deal was based. 

2           deBT riSk: This risk arises when 
the rental income is lower than 

expected after the deal has been 
concluded. It can also arise if a new 
loan is taken out on the property at a 
higher rate during the period after the 
deal has been concluded.

3 cap raTe riSk: The cap rate 
indicates the potential returns on 

the property investment. The cap rate is 
calculated by dividing the net operating 
income by the current market value. 
The current market value is not fully 
under the investor’s control. Shifts in 
supply and demand for a specific type 
of property can cause the cap rate to 
fluctuate. 

4 TenanT riSk:Risks relating to 
tenants. This risk is divided into two 

sub-types:
rent roll quality: Creditworthiness, 
stability and the number of tenants are 
the main factors affecting this risk type.
rollover risk: This risk relates to the 
remaining term of the tenant’s contract 
for the rental of the property. A longer 
term is not always better; the quality of 
the agreement is also important.

5 leasing risk: The risk of empty 
buildings not being occupied as 

expected after purchase.

6 Entitlement risk: The risk that the 
planning permissions required prior 

to the start of construction take longer 
than expected to obtain. This risk only 
applies to project development.

7 markeT riSk:The risk that the 
value of the property will decline 

due to changes in the market.

8 phySical aSSeT riSk:  The risk 
that the building has technical 

defects and/or does not comply with 
the applicable laws and regulations 
in areas such as fire safety, energy 
consumption and building regulations.

9 conSTrucTion riSk:  The risk 
that building costs for new build 

or renovation projects end up being 
higher than budgeted due to technical 
problems with the property during the 
main construction phase.

10 geographic riSk: The risk that 
the value of the property will 

decline due to factors relating to its 
geographical surroundings. This may 
include demographic factors (presence 
of tenants, economic climate) and 
specific environmental factors (risk of 
earthquake, soil pollution, etc.).

Source: https://www.crowdstreet.com 
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! ! !
The Top 10 riSkS of 
properTy dealS: 

 We can include the 10 risks of property deals in a box (STATING THE SOURCE) 
and then highlight which of these risks are covered by TDD:

riSkS

Technical due diligence

Technical 
Building 

inSpecTion

Technical 
inSTallaTion 
inSpecTion

 Surface 
area 

meaSuremenT

mainTenance 
plan 

renovaTion 
advice

energy 
performance 
advice (epa) 

 fire 
SafeTy 

inSpecTion

SuSTainaBiliTy 
aSSeSSmenT 
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in The SpoTlighT

The amSTerdamSe poorT 
(alSo known aS ‘The Sand 
caSTle’), amSTerdam

year of construction 
1987
floor area
91,055 m2  
function
office building & parking, in 2019 
the transformation into housing, 
commercial facilities and an 
international school will start

The fairy-tale-like appearance of 
this building has resulted in locals 
renaming it ‘the Sand Castle’. 
Currently still in service as the 
head office of the ING Group, the 
building will be converted into 
apartments, commercial facilities 
and an international school 
from 2019. In 2017, this unique 
building was the first to receive 
‘community monument’ status in 
Amsterdam Southeast.

Technical due diligence

The results of the various inspections 
conducted in the context of TDD are 
often interconnected. These effects 
must also be taken into account in the 
final assessment. The TDD process 
culminates with a report that provides 
an integral insight into the technical 
condition of the property:

•  Current technical risks that render the 
property unmarketable or unsafe are 
added to a ‘red flag list’

•  ‘Normal defects’ and ‘end-of-lifetime 
replacements’ are also listed along 
with an indication of the associated 
costs

•  The report describes opportunities to 
save energy and make the building 
more sustainable and comfortable

This information provides 
reassurance during negotiations 
and acts as a crucial starting point 
for the exploitation phase after the 
transaction, when the buyer takes 
over the management (and technical 
management) of the building. It is 
increasingly rare to come across 
a property that remains in a true 
steady state and requires only 
regular technical maintenance after 
purchase. Property managers and/or 
owners usually embark on projects 
to modify the property during the 
exploitation phase, for example to 
improve fire safety, achieve a higher 
energy label or to prepare the building 
for a change of function. It is during 
this transition phase that the results 
of TDD come into their own – as a 
valuable foundation for a full condition 
assessment and the subsequent 
project management processes 
needed to enact the transition.

Technical due diligence (TDD) is an important component of any due diligence 
process. It gives the buyer an insight into the technical condition of the building, 
which can help to minimise three risks in the run-up to a property deal: the 
physical asset risk, the construction risk and the geographic risk (see page xx).
The results of technical due diligence have an impact on whether or not the 
property deal is ultimately concluded, the value of the transaction and the later 
successful use of the building. But what exactly do we look at during a technical 
inspection? 

Every project is different, but a technical due diligence inspection performed by 
SGS Search will include the following components as a minimum: 

•  Technical building inspecTion 
A complete assessment of the 
technical condition of the building 
or construction. The entire building 
shell (including all elements of the 
supporting structure, such as the 
outer walls, roof, frame, beams and 
floors) are subjected to a thorough 
quality inspection.

•  Technical insTallaTion inspecTion 
A technical quality assessment of all 
installations used in and around the 
building, including the water, gas and 
electricity supplies, lifts, escalators, 
climate control systems and all 
measurement and control technology.

•  surface area measuremenT Often, 
the actual measurements of a building 
no longer match those recorded 
by the land registry as a result of 
building work and modifications made 
since the initial entry was filed. The 
actual dimensions of the building are 
determined in accordance with NEN 
2580.  

•  mainTenance plan Based on the 
information gathered on the current 
condition of the building shell and 
installations, a general multi-year 
maintenance plan is drawn up in 
accordance with NEN 2767, along 
with an investment budget for the 
entire term of the client’s contract. 

•  renovaTion advice What is the best 
way to tackle the renovation of the 
building shell and installations, taking 
into account the current technical 
condition, environmental and 
sustainability requirements and the 
planning permission situation? 

•  energy performance advice (epa) 
How much energy is the building 
currently consuming and how could 
its performance be sustainably 
improved to move it up to the next 
performance category?

•  fire safeTy inspecTion What fire 
safety and prevention measures 
have been implemented, and 
does the building comply with 
building regulations and insurance 
requirements? 

•  susTainabiliTy assessmenT 
The BREEAM method is used to 
determine the condition of the 
property. If the building meets 
the requirements, a BREEAM 
sustainability certificate will be 
awarded; this certificate is valid for 
the award of an energy label. We 
will also provide advice on how to 
strike an optimum balance between 
sustainability objectives and 
practicalities surrounding everyday 
ease of use.

The reSulT: an overview 
of The Technical 
opporTuniTieS and riSkS
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Tdd eSSenTial for The purchaSe 
of The aTrium, amSTerdam

a riSky BuT SmarT inveSTmenT
When Icon Real Estate purchased the 
Atrium in 2012 it was a bold move. 
‘The building needed considerable 
refurbishment and was almost half 
empty,’ said Van Maanen. ‘At that time 
– in the middle of the crisis – it was 
almost impossible to obtain money, so 
it was a risky investment.’ Icon Real 
Estate immediately started work on 
the renovation and new construction 
plans. Sint Nicolaas: ‘That’s where the 
huge increase in value of the building 
lies. They were incredibly clever in 
doing this: they bought, added value 
and sold at the right time.’

added value in complex dealS
Icon Real Estate sold the Atrium last 
year to a consortium of the French 
property investor Amundi and Korean 
investors. The buyers were assisted 
by the property advisor and asset 
manager L’Etoile Properties. ‘With our 
knowledge and our network we can 
provide local representation for foreign 
investors,’ says Van Maanen. ‘We 
distinguish ourselves by undertaking 
the due diligence process and 
property management as well as the 
bidding process. The more complex 
the deal, the greater our added value.’

Turnkey
And it did become a complex deal. 
Sint Nicolaas: ‘At the time we closed 

the deal, the renovation and new 
construction of the Atrium was in full 
swing. But the buyers had wanted 
to purchase a turnkey building. So 
we had paid for the Atrium to be 
completely finished, which it wasn’t at 
the time. This made it challenging from 
a legal, technical and tax-related point 
of view. In addition we had to deal 
with various investors, all with their 
own ideas and wishes. With suitable 
acquisition management and careful 
communication, we got everyone 
on the same page.’ These and other 
factors meant that the purchasing 
process for the Atrium took a year 
rather than the usual six to eight 
weeks for a typical transaction.

deal or no deal
SGS Search carried out technical 
due diligence at an early stage in 
the negotiations. This consisted of 
assessing the plans for the new 
construction and renovation of the 
existing building. ‘We also asked SGS 
Search to help us think of a way to 
check that the Atrium is ultimately 
what we paid for from a technical 
perspective,’ says Van Maanen. 
According to him, the technical due 
diligence was an important part of the 
process. ‘It’s quite simple: if there’s 
no green tick next to ‘technology’ then 
the deal is off.’ The TDD inspection is 
also an important starting point for 

managing the Atrium, which L’Etoile 
Properties has also taken on. L’Etoile is 
drawing up a multi-year maintenance 
plan based partly on the cost 
projection in the TDD report.

STrong developmenT in ouTlying 
areaS
How do the interviewees see the 
future of property investments in 
the Netherlands? ‘We think that 
the Atrium will continue to hold the 
number 1 spot for a while in terms 
of the largest investment sum,’ said 
Van Maanen. Sint Nicolaas: ‘The 
reason for this is that there are few 
buildings in the Netherlands that can 
match the Atrium in terms of quality, 
size and location. And we won’t be 
seeing them being sold any time 
soon. What you will see is more and 
more redevelopment taking place 
in ‘outlying areas’ like Sloterdijk. 
Buildings that nobody wanted to touch 
during the crisis are now looking very 
promising.’

gerwin SinT nicolaaS 
inveSTmenT manager
l’eToile properTieS

floriS van maanen
managing parTner
l’eToile properTieS

inTerview

The Atrium in the Zuidas business district of Amsterdam changed 
hands in 2017 for approximately half a billion euros. The sale of the 
office building was the largest ever single asset deal to take place in 
the Netherlands. Technical due diligence was one of the key factors 
in working towards closing the deal. “If the technology doesn’t 
work, the deal doesn’t go through.” Interview with Managing Partner 
Floris van Maanen and Investment Manager Gerwin Sint Nicolaas of 
L’Etoile Properties, who oversaw the property deal. 
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noTeS on The daTa in ThiS 
magazine

Sampling characTeriSTicS
The key figures in this report are 
based on 618 TDD inspections carried 
out by us between 2015 and 2017. We 
indicate only the overall conclusions 
and trends; no statements are made 
about specific portfolios or properties.

Type of real eSTaTe
The properties inspected are classified 
by property type: 
•  Office: 380 properties

Tdd aS a predicTor of 
fuTure inveSTmenTS 

•  Retail: 74 properties
•  Residential: 164 properties

year of conSTrucTion and groSS 
floor area
In addition to classifying the properties 
by type, we also look at the year of 
construction and the gross floor area 
of the buildings inspected. In this 
section we use these characteristics 
primarily to describe the inspected 
sample. 

If we categorise all buildings by year of 
construction in the above-mentioned 
classification, we get the following 
picture:

We chose to classify properties built 
before 1960 into two rather broader 
classes, in order to avoid a fragmen-
ted picture. For both retail and office 
property we can see that the sample 
comprises mainly properties that 
were built between 1981 and 2000. 
This is due to the average lifespan of 
around thirty years and the fact that 
most commercial property on the 

Dutch market was built during this 
time frame. For residential property 
we can see that this peak lies in earlier 
construction years. The residential pro-
perties inspected by us consist mainly 
of larger residential complexes, built 
primarily before 1960, and a number of 
portfolios with monumental buildings. 
When categorising the sample 
properties by floor area, we decided 

In this magazine we are bringing together our predictions and practical experience with a look behind 
the curtains of properties we have inspected. As an inspection agency we carry out hundreds of TDD 
inspections every year in various types of properties. Here we are pleased to give you an insight into the 
most important opportunities and defects that have come to light during these inspections. 
The results give an interesting picture of the current state of the properties inspected and show how 
much money will need to be invested in technical maintenance in the future. Despite this, we maintain 
that the most important reason for a TDD inspection is not to establish a figure for these investments, 
but rather to avoid you purchasing unmarketable or even unsafe property. The key figures in this magazine 
confirm our experience that virtually every property has technical defects. Sometimes these ‘only’ give 
rise to higher than expected running costs, but sometimes they also result in property which does not 
comply with laws and regulations or is unsafe for its users. 

whaT did we look aT?

For each building inspected, we looked at a corresponding set of building 
elements based on secondary research and inspections:

 6  Technical systems/installations 
(mechanical installations): all 
technical installations in the 
property. For example, heating, 
water system, air conditioning/
ventilation system, cooling, indoor 
climate systems and evacuation 
systems

 7    electrical systems/installations 
(electronic installations): the entire 
electrical installation. For example, 
pipe system, (emergency) lighting, 
communications systems, building 
management systems and solar 
energy systems

 8  Transport systems: lifts, escalators 
and conveyor belts

 9  grounds: the general state of 
maintenance of the grounds, 

to use classes of increasing size. This 
is because most of the buildings we 
inspected have ‘smaller’ floor areas of 
up to five thousand square metres.

planting, paving, parking and 
fencing

 10  environmental factors: presence 
of possibly hazardous 
substances in the property. 
For example, asbestos, soil 
contamination and Legionella 

 11  miscellaneous: the overall 
category for very building-
specific defects which are 
addressed during a TDD 
inspection and do not fit under 
one of the elements above

 1   main supporting structure: 
foundations and floors

 2   façade: façades and façade 
elements, including windows, 
doors, window frames and 
paintwork

 3  roof: roof construction, roof 
covering, all structures on the roof 
(such as roof windows, chimneys), 
guttering and drainage

 4  interior: the ‘fixed’ interior. For 
example, the general state of 
maintenance and paintwork, 
the state of toilet facilities and 
kitchen(s), sound proofing

 5  fire safety: general fire safety, fire 
alarm system, fire extinguishing 
system, sprinkler systems, 
partitioning and signage

properTy according To conSTrucTion year – per Type

properTy according To floor area – per Type

1901-1960Up to and incl. 1900 1961-1980 1981-2000 2001-2017

Homes

Offices

Homes

Offices

Retail

<1000 m2                     1001-2500 m2            2501-5000 m2        5001-10.000 m2             10.001-15.000 m2              > 15.001 m2

Retail

60,0% 

50,0%

40,0%

30,0%

20,0%

10,0%

0,0%
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INVESTMENT YEARS 6-10

INVESTMENT YEARS 1-5

INVESTMENT < 1 YEAR

Residential pRopeRty

daTa analySiS Tdd reporTS daTa analySiS Tdd reporTS

compariSon of ToTal 
inveSTmenTS By Type and 
By Building

ToTal inveSTmenT in Technology
We calculated that in the buildings 
inspected by us, over a period of 10 
years after the purchase transaction, 
around 196 million euros will have 
to be invested to keep the property 
in good technical order. That is an 
average of 303,808 euros per building. 
When we break these figures down 
by type of property, we come to the 
figures below: 

whaT do we See in pracTice?

The ‘Average investment in technology per building’ figure reflects the 
investment advice stated in the TDD reports. Of more interest is the question of 
whether this advice is actually put into practice after the property transaction has 
been concluded. Our experience is that this depends on the buyer’s time frame.

For office properties, the average 
investment per building is significantly 
higher than for retail properties. 
This is because, in retail properties, 
the installations and furnishings are 

Type of properTy

Office

Retail

Residential

ToTal inveSTmenT in 

Technology

(oveR a peRiod of 10 yeaRs)

€ 143.073.324

€   13.269.195

€    31.410.687

average inveSTmenT 

in Technology per 

Building

€ 376.509

€ 179.313

€ 191.529

numBer of 

BuildingS 

inSpecTed

380

74

164

almost always the property of the 
tenant and what is purchased is 
essentially an empty building, which is 
not the case for offices.
In the technical due diligence report, 
all investments are given a time frame. 

The figures below show the time 
frame of these investments per type 
of property. Here we look at both 
the total investment and the average 
investment per building. 

These investment sums cover both 
technical defects (varying from relati-
vely risk-free overdue maintenance to 
so-called ‘red flags’) and regular main-
tenance such as paintwork and end-
of-lifetime replacements. The greatest 

onto the market again, we often 
see that substantial investments in 
technology are required to get the 
buildings back up to date

•  In our experience, owners with a 
time frame of five years or more 
are less likely to postpone (large 
scale) investments in technology. 
We see that the first year after 
purchase is used to resolve ‘red 

•  Owners who intend to sell a 
property within a time-scale 
of three to five years often 
limit themselves to resolving 
‘red flags’ in the first year after 
purchase. In the years thereafter 
they perform only the essential 
technical maintenance in order to 
maximise profit until the time of 
sale. When such properties come 

diSTriBuTion of ToTal inveSTmenT in Technology over The Term

office pRopeRty Retail pRopeRty

INVESTMENT YEARS 6-10

INVESTMENT YEARS 1-5

INVESTMENT < 1 YEAR

INVESTMENT YEARS 6-10

INVESTMENT YEARS 1-5

INVESTMENT < 1 YEAR

investment in the technology of office 
buildings must be made in the first 
five years after purchase. That is some 
83% of the total calculated over the 
10 year period. A similar distribution is 
seen in retail property and residential 

100%

80

60

40

20

0

During the TDD inspection we identify 
whether there are defects for each 
of these elements. A risk analysis 
and cost estimate is then made for 
each defect. On the basis of the risk 
analysis, the investment to resolve the 
relevant defect is allocated to one of 
the three time frames below:

•  Investments that must be made 
within one year of concluding the 
property transaction. This concerns 
technical defects which affect the 
users’ comfort and safety

•  Investments that must be made 
between one and five years after 
concluding the property transaction. 
These are principally investments 

that are required in order to perform 
(overdue) maintenance work and 
keep the property up to date

•  Investments that must be made 
between five and 10 years after 
concluding the property transaction. 
This concerns mainly regular 
maintenance and end-of-lifetime 
replacements

property, whereby in the case of retail 
property a relatively larger proportion 
of the investments have to be made 
within the first year.

flags’ and draw up a multi-year 
maintenance plan. The largest 
investment in maintenance and 
refurbishment is made in the 
second to fifth year after purchase, 
to ensure technical stability of the 
property in the following years and 
to maximise profitability 

average inveSTmenT in Technology per Building

Investment years 1-5 Investment years 6-10Investment < 1 year

Retail property

Office property

Residential property

Total investment sum

€ 400.000

€ 350.000

€ 300.000

€ 250.000

€ 200.000

€ 150.000

€ 100.000

€ 50.000

€ 0

 

€ 134.121

€ 177.359

€ 64.147
€ 85.050

€ 30.117

€ 65.029

€ 179.313

€ 376.509
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whaT are The moST 
imporTanT concluSionS 
for properTy ownerS?

fire SafeTy defecTS: more The rule 
Than The excepTion
As far as we are concerned, the 
most remarkable conclusion is that 
fire safety is the largest investment 
sum in the first year after purchase. 
The reason for this is that during our 
inspections we find defects in virtually 
every office building in this respect. 
For example: in the area of partitioning 
alone, we found a defect in around 
66% of the office buildings inspected. 
In practice we see that the defects 
vary in severity. We use the following 
classification:

•  High risk: defects which must be 
resolved directly and are essentially 
life-threatening for property users. 
For instance, a faulty fire alarm 
system

•  Medium risk: defects which make 
the building less fire safe than 
it should be. Most common are 
fireproof partitions which are not 

The currenT SiTuaTion of 
duTch office properTy

There are clearly five Top 
elemenTS ThaT reQuire The moST
 inveSTmenT:

• mechanical  
   installations 30,2%
• façade 14,8%
• roof 12,9%
• fire safety 12,6%
• Transport 11,9%

office properTy
ToTal inveSTmenT Sum 

per elemenT
period up To year 10

Main supporting structure  0,3%
General 0,4%

environment 1,8%
Grounds 2,1%
interior 5,7%

electrical installations 7,2%

Mechanical installations
30,2%

façade
14,8%

Roof
12,9%

fire safety
12,6%

transport
11,9%

other
17,6%

In the further analysis of office 
property we will concentrate on these 
five. When we compare investment in 

In the spring of 2018, approximately 6.4 million square metres of office property in the Netherlands stood 
empty. This mainly concerns less interesting office property which is no longer suitable for its current 
function and is due to be transformed or demolished. In our day-to-day practice we also see that office 
buildings vary drastically in terms of their technical state. Placing the information in this context is relevant 
because the data from the office properties inspected by us is based on buildings that have recently been 
sold. It is fair to assume that, in relative terms, in this magazine we are looking at the ‘best part’ of office 
real estate. 
It is in this context that we are seeing striking technical (construction) risks in Dutch office properties. 
During a TDD inspection we assess an office building on a total of 71 different aspects. These aspects are 
clustered into the 11 main building elements described at the beginning of this section. The figure below 
gives an overview of the composition of the investments that must be made in these categories to bring or 
maintain the office building in good technical order. 

sealed in a fireproof way during 
alterations to the building such as 
the introduction of (cable) ducts

•  Low risk: mainly administrative 
deviations such as building permits 
that are not in order, missing 
logbooks and fire extinguishers that 
are not approved on time

By far the largest proportion of the 
defects that we encounter in Dutch 

office property concern differences 
between the actual use of the building 
and the one which features in the 
building permit. 
Organisations use the building 
differently, as a result of which the 
original fire safety measures as 
stated in the building permit do not 
correspond to practice. For example, 
installing or removing fireproof 
walls. In this sort of case, fire safety 

these building elements to the three 
time frames mentioned earlier, we get 
the following picture:

nveSTmenT in Top 5 elemenTS in The Three Time frameS

Façade

Investment < 1 year

Fire safety

Roof

Transport

Mechanical installations

€ 25.000.000

€ 20.000.000

€ 15.000.000

€ 10.000.000

€ 5.000.000

€ 0

 

Investment years 1-5 Investment years 6-10
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performance of office buildings 
shows that 20 to 30% of energy use 
can be saved, for example through 
better adjustment of equipment and 
installations. Thus without high levels 
of investment. Even offices with a 
good energy label often do not score 
anything like as well in practice. The 
reason for this being installations 
that are not well adjusted and/or 
do not communicate well with one 
another. The cost savings achieved 
by better adjustment can be used as 
an investment budget for additional 
energy-saving measures or sustainable 
energy generation. 

The Building Shell reQuireS 
aTTenTion
Investments in the roof and façade 
together account for 28% of 
investment in office property. The 
focus of these investments is on the 
maintenance and replacement of 
windows, doors, window frames and 

modifications must be made in order 
to be able to comply with the building 
permit again. We also frequently find 
overdue or postponed maintenance 
to fire safety installations (such as 
sprinkler and fire alarm systems). 
These are defects which absolutely 
must be dealt with by the buyer as 
‘red flags’.

poorly mainTained or poorly 
adjuSTed inSTallaTionS are 
an opporTuniTy To lower
running coSTS 
For investments in both mechanical as 
well as transport installations (in the 
case of office property we are almost 
always talking exclusively about lift 
installations), the focus of investment 
is clearly on the first five years after 
purchase. In these categories we 
frequently encounter outdated and 
sometimes also badly maintained 
installations. There are seldom any 
real safety risks and they almost 
never require immediate investment. 
But in the medium term, serious 
investments are required to bring the 
technical state of the installations to 
the desired level. 
From our point of view, building 
owners with a long-term projection 
(10 years or more) are missing 
out on opportunities. Well-timed 
maintenance, based on a multi-year 
maintenance plan drawn up following 
a condition assessment, lowers costs. 
It prevents corrective maintenance, 
failure costs and inconvenience for 
tenants and users. 
We advise new owners to carry out a 
comprehensive condition assessment 
of mechanical installations following 
on from the TDD inspection. This 
assessment can be used to optimise 
these installations. Our previous 
investigation into the energy 

The currenT SiTuaTion of 
duTch reTail properTy

reTail properTy
ToTal inveSTmenT Sum 

per elemenT
period up To year 10 *

Roof
37,4%

façade
16,7%

fire safety
12,8%

General 0,2%
environment 0,8%

Main supporting structure 1,7%
electrical installations 3,1%

interior 4,4%
Grounds 4,5%

Mechanical installations 9,1%
transport  9,3%

other
33,1%

we See ThaT roof mainTenance 
iS By far The largeST expenSe, aT 
around 38% of ToTal inveSTmenTS, 
wiTh The façade and fire SafeTy 
conTriBuTing To eSTaBliSh a clear 
Top Three.
 
•  roof  37,4%
•  façade  16,7% 
•  fire safety  12,8%

The explosive growth of online shopping and the rise and fall of large retail chains are just two factors 
for the ever-changing Dutch retail landscape. Just like office property, in retail property we are still seeing 
a high vacancy rate, especially in non-prime locations. In the past few years, the focus of purchase and 
sale transactions in retail property has been on the ‘G4’ – the four largest cities in the Netherlands: 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. With the strengthening of the economy, this is shifting 
towards the G5-G15 cities. 
The retail buildings that we have inspected during the last three years in general all belong to the top end 
of the market. The property concerned is frequently in excellent locations, reasonably to well maintained, 
and is in line with current market requirements.
The average investment to bring or maintain a retail building in good technical order after purchase is 
179,313 euro. That is considerably less than we saw for office property. As stated earlier in this section, 
this is because, in retail property, the installations and furnishings are almost always owned by the tenant, 
and what is purchased is essentially an empty building. This is not the case with offices.

roof covering. 
For modern office property we 
often see external building shells 
that feature special façade and roof 
elements, made of natural stone 
for example. It is often extremely 
expensive to maintain special 
elements like these.
For older office buildings, regular 
maintenance of façades and roofs 
can be an ideal natural opportunity 
to improve the sustainability of the 
property. Certainly in view of the 
upcoming obligation to achieve a 
minimum energy label of C in 2023, 
and probably label A in 2030, it is 
essential for owners of office property 
to look for opportunities to improve 
sustainability whenever necessary 
work is carried out on the building 
shell.
When we compare investment in 
these three building elements to the 3 
time frames mentioned earlier, we get 
the following picture:

*the ‘environmental’ and ‘general’ elements have 
been omitted from this figure because they both 
account for less than 1% of total investments.
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The residential market in the Netherlands is constantly changing. In the short term, experts are predicting 
an increasing shortage in supply, resulting in further price increases. To meet the rising demand, vacant 
properties are being reconverted and new projects are being developed. 
In addition we are seeing housing associations concentrating on providing more social housing. Residential 
properties in the higher price segment, which are not suited to this purpose, are being sold. Several 
experts are also predicting a strong rise in demand for assisted living properties. The line between assisted 
living and residential property will become more blurred, due both to the adaptation of existing housing 
and to the construction of new assisted living housing. The residential properties inspected by us consist 
mainly of larger residential complexes.

The currenT SiTuaTion of duTch
reSidenTial properTy

whaT are The moST 
imporTanT concluSionS 
for properTy ownerS?  

here Too, The Building Shell 
reQuireS aTTenTion
Even more clearly than with office 
property, we can see that in retail 
property the building shell, consisting 
of roof and façade, is the largest 
expense. Around half of the retail 
properties inspected by us date from 
the 1980s and 1990s. The (mostly flat) 
roofs of this type of property are now 
requiring replacement. Retail property 
is often low-rise with a relatively large 
roof surface on which the installations 
are based. Think, for example, of 
most supermarkets and shopping 
centres. Around 47% of the buildings 
inspected by us required investment 
in the roof during the first year after 
purchase. More and more frequently 
we are seeing that alterations to water 
overflow are required in retail property 
due to climate change. 

fire SafeTy noT on The agenda
Just as with offices, fire safety is a 
major point of concern. The average 
investment per property is significantly 
lower than for office buildings, but 
here, too, the percentage of buildings 
with a defect is substantial (52%). 

Frequently occurring problems which 
we encounter in practice:
•  There is a lack of clarity between 

owners/lessors and tenants as to 
precisely who is responsible for what 
fire safety measures. In principle, the 
building-related installations are the 
responsibility of the owner and the 
tenant is responsible for all additional 
facilities. We often see that tenants 
are not fully aware of this matter, and 
as a result the fire safety equipment 
in place is not suitable for their 
business operations

•  With changes of tenant and the 
refurbishment of shops, holes are 
regularly made in fireproof partitions. 
We find that these are often not 
properly fireproof. In principle, costs 
associated with proper fireproof 
partitioning are for the account of the 
owner, but the tenant is responsible 
for costs associated with the work 
involved in penetrating fireproof 
partitions. Good coordination 
between both parties is important to 
achieve a fire-safe solution

•  Evacuation routes are blocked 
because rooms are used for storage 
and are full. Sometimes emergency 
exits are locked to prevent theft

•  In old city-centre retail properties we 
often see that there is insufficient 
fireproofing between the shop and 
the flat above or the storeroom at 
the back

façade
27,4%

Mechanical 
installations

17,5%

interior
14,3%

Grounds 0,9%
environment 1,4%

fire safety 5,0%
Main supporting structure 5,7%

electrical installations 6,7%
transport  7,2%

other
26,9%

in reSidenTial properTy, There are 
clearly four Top areaS of concern, 
whereBy The Building Shell (roof 
and façade) accounTS for around 
41% of The ToTal inveSTmenT. 

• façade 27,4%
• mechanical  
   installations 17,5%
• interior 14,3%
• roof 13,9%

Roof
13,9%

reSidenTial properTy
ToTal inveSTmenT Sum 

per elemenT
period up To year 10

inveSTmenT in Top 

Investment years 1-5

Façade

Roof

Investment years 6-10Investment < 1 year

Fire safety

€ 1.800.000

€ 1.600.000

€ 1.400.000

€ 1.200.000

€ 1.000.000

€ 800.000 

€ 600.000 

€ 400.000 

€ 200.000 

€ 0
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in The SpoTlighT

aTrium amSTerdam

year of construction/renovation
1972 – 1988 - 2017 
floor area
59,100 m2 office space, 
521 parking places
function
office building

The unique atria at the Atrium 
in Amsterdam are used as large 
open-plan meeting and working 
spaces. The building underwent 
a full renovation and two new 
towers were constructed in 
2017/2018. The Atrium was sold 
for 500 million euros in 2017.

whaT are The moST
imporTanT concluSionS
for properTy ownerS? 

With housing we see a more 
fragmented picture than for office and 
retail properties. However, when we 
combine the figures with the personal 
experience of our inspectors, we can 
draw up a clear shortlist of points of 
concern:

•  Reinforced concrete floors and 
cantilevered floors and balconies 
pose a potential construction risk 
and require specialist inspection

•  Loose masonry on (front) façades 
more than 30 metres high 
sometimes poses a risk because the 
wall ties used are incorrect or in poor 
condition

•  The general state of maintenance in 
social housing leaves much room for 
improvement. For example, poorly 
maintained façades, doors, frames 
and neglected communal areas such 
as staircases and galleries

•  In complexes we regularly find that 
the energy label varies between 
different apartments within 
the complex. The due diligence 

inspection is an opportunity to draw 
up an action plan and to determine 
follow-up work to bring all of the 
apartments up to the same label or 
perhaps to change the label category

•  Roughly half of the housing 
inspected by us exhibited fire safety 
defects:

-  Holes in fireproof partitions, 
particularly in meter cabinets, are not 
properly sealed

-  Ventilation shafts are not properly 
fireproof

-  Air ducts and shafts do not have 
the proper measures to prevent the 
spread of smoke in the residential 
complex

-  Apartments are not (or not correctly) 
equipped with smoke detectors

-  Alterations made by residents make 
the apartment a fire risk

The added 
value 
of Tdd

In this section, we have used 
key figures and the day-to-day 
experience of our inspectors 
to form a technical picture of 
real estate in the Netherlands. 
We find that virtually every 
building inspected has technical 
defects. The investments needed 
to resolve these defects are 
generally reasonable – certainly 
if you compare them to the 
total investment of a real estate 
transaction. The added value of 
a thorough TDD process lies not 
only in identifying the investments 
required, but also primarily in 
minimising the risks mentioned on 
page 18.

When we compare investment in 
these four building elements to the 

three time frames mentioned earlier, 
we get the following picture: 

inveSTmenT in Top  

Investment years 1-5

Façade

Mechanical installations

Interior

Roof

Investment years 6-10Investment < 1 year

€ 3.500.000

€ 3.000.000

€ 2.500.000

€ 2.000.000

€ 1.500.000

€ 1.000.000

€ 500.000

€ 0
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in The SpoTlighT

de monarch i, The hague

year of construction/renovation
1960s - 2012 
floor area
17,047 m2 
function
office building

De Monarch I is part of 
the Monarch site at the 
Beatrixkwartier in The Hague. 
The office building was fully 
renovated in 2012 to bring 
the building up to the latest 
sustainability standards. 
The project was the first 
redevelopment project in the 
Netherlands to be awarded a 
BREEAM Excellent sustainability 
certification.

in The SpoTlighT

Q-porT amSTerdamyear of construction
2001 
floor area
13,206 m2 
function
office building

The Q-Port building in 
Amsterdam changed hands at 
the start of 2018. The buyer’s 
CIO commented: ‘This is an 
outstanding investment for 
us, with multiple opportunities 
to add value to the building. 
We are passionate about 
the Sloterdijk area, which is 
rapidly transforming into a 
multifunctional zone with a 
dynamic and attractive office 
market.’ 
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The neTherlandS iS alwayS in 
demand wiTh real eSTaTe inveSTorS. 
why do you Think ThiS iS?
‘Real estate in the Netherlands is 
relatively cheap, especially if you 
compare it to the price per square 
metre in London or Paris, for example. 
What it’s ultimately about though 
is return on investment, and that’s 
where real estate in the Netherlands 
scores well in general. Add to that the 
fact that the Netherlands has a stable 
economic and social climate, and you 
begin to understand why investors are 
interested in adding Dutch real estate 
to their portfolio.’

why are many foreign inveSTorS 
focuSed on The Top Three ciTieS?
‘Foreign investors often don’t know 
much about the Netherlands, being 
a small country. However, cities 
such as Amsterdam, The Hague and 
Rotterdam are familiar and therefore 
interesting. A building in Leiden or 
Veghel is often seen upfront as having 
no potential. Which is wrong because 
a building in Veghel has the potential 
for much greater returns. And don’t 

forget that many foreign investors are 
buying with outside capital, or their 
own capital from pension or savings 
funds. This comes with a great deal 
of accountability. And people often 
assume that the risk profile for real 
estate is lower in larger cities.’

Supply in The large ciTieS iS falling 
Quickly, cerTainly in The markeT for 
office Space.* how are inveSTorS 
reacTing To ThiS? 
‘Real top properties in top locations 
are indeed pretty sold out. So the 
segment below it is now attracting 
attention. This probably does not 
meet all the requirements yet, but, 
with the right alterations, it can rise 
to the level that meets the demands 
of the modern user. So rentability 
and therefore the expected return is 
now increasing once more. This is the 
game that is being played by many 
investors today. Location is still the 
most important factor in this. You can 
add value to a building in the wrong 
place as much as you want, but it will 
still be difficult to rent out.’

‘ real eSTaTe managerS 
muST give SpecialiST 
work To experTS’
With 42 years in the sector, the real estate world holds few secrets for Ruud Bouma. In his current role, 
Bouma is responsible for the operational processes at Colliers International Asset Services. We asked him 
all about what he sees happening in the property market and about the changed role of the real estate 
manager.

*ShorTage of Supply in 
The office Space markeT 
in amSTerdam 

During the first four months 
of 2018, PropertyNL Research 
recorded an uptake of 53,500 m² 
in Amsterdam (rental and sale for 
own use). This strongly suggests 
that the downward trend of 2017 
is continuing. During that period 
uptake in the municipality of 
Amsterdam fell from 477,000 m² 
in 2016 to 406,000 m² in 2017. 
These falling uptake figures are not 
attributable to falling demand. Quite 
the contrary: demand for real estate 
in top locations in Amsterdam is 
greater than ever. Limited supply 
means that companies are having 
difficulty finding the right premises. 
The shortage is most visible on the 
Zuidas, one of the most desirable 
office locations in Amsterdam.

Source: PropertyNL Research

how imporTanT iS inSighT inTo 
The Technical condiTion when 
purchaSing a Building?
‘For short-term investors, the technical 
condition is often of secondary 
importance in a purchase decision. 
They often have plans to transform 
or renovate the building and then to 
sell it on, so it doesn’t really matter 
if the air-con or fire alarm system 
has to be replaced: they are being 
removed anyway. Long-term investors, 
on the other hand, are often more 
interested in technical aspects. This is 
so that they can take this into account 

when pricing and also so they know 
what will be required in terms of 
maintenance over the next 10 years.’

how do you See The fuTure of The 
real eSTaTe manager?
‘In practice, I often see that our clients 
view the real estate manager as an all-
encompassing service provider. They 
place the responsibility for technical, 
commercial and financial aspects on 
us as a total package. That’s fine, we 
are happy to do that. You do find that 
the technical environment in particular 
is becoming so complex that you have 

to wonder if a real estate manager for 
a complex building can in fact prepare 
a detailed 10-year budget. I think that 
as real estate managers we have to 
focus more on management, and 
on calling in specialist expertise and 
their assessments. This could achieve 
an improvement in quality for both 
investors and real estate managers. I 
see this as a turning point, which can 
enable the market to really grow.’ 

inTerview

ruud Bouma
direcTor operaTionS

collierS inTernaTional
aSSeT ServiceS
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from Quick Scan To full condiTion 
aSSeSSmenT
Our decision to refer to TDD as a 
starting point is a very deliberate one. 
Our real-life experience has proven 
that some clients use the TDD report 
as the sole basis for a multi-year 
maintenance plan. However, this is 
not a smart strategy – and doing so 
increases the level of risk involved 
in the property purchase. A TDD 
inspection is intended as a quick 
scan; to produce a fully substantiated 
and effective multi-year maintenance 
plan, property owners need a much 
more detailed insight. An in-depth 
condition assessment is the right way 
to go about obtaining this information. 
The TDD report is still an important 
source of data at this stage, laying 
solid foundations for the condition 
assessment.

making improvemenTS
The latest market analyses show 

that the supply of prime real estate 
in top locations is dwindling. Instead 
of focusing on these properties, 
investors are supplementing their 
portfolios with buildings that require 
some degree of work. For investors 
with long-term plans in particular, 
these buildings will need to undergo a 
phase of transition. Property owners 
may decide to make improvements 
to their buildings for any number of 
reasons: 

•   To increase tenant satisfaction 
•   To increase returns 
•   To maintain or replace installations
•    To resolve safety issues (relating to 

construction, technology, fire safety 
or Legionella bacteria, for example)

•    To comply with legal requirements, 
such as legislation relating to energy 
or asbestos

•    To set their property apart in the real 
estate market

•    To convert or repurpose a building

BuildingS 
in TranSiTion

For most new owners, the purchase itself is just the start of a long 
journey. When the deal is closed, the new owner of the property 
is free to get started with their future plans for the building – 
whether that involves putting it into immediate use or converting 
or renovating it to maximise returns on their investment. To achieve 
optimum returns in the exploitation phase, the building must be safe, 
sustainable and attractive, and tailored to the needs of those who 
occupy and use it. To ensure that this is the case, buildings often 
undergo periods of change and transition during the exploitation 
phase – perhaps because the owner wishes to renovate or convert 
the building, or because of legal obligations or a need to improve 
the building’s energy performance. Changes may also be made if 
the needs of the building’s users change over time. For new building 
owners, the data and findings from TDD inspections are a useful 
starting point for follow-up checks to get these kinds of modification 
plans off the ground.
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in The SpoTlighT

world Trade cenTer (wTc) 
roTTerdam

year of construction
1940 
floor area
76,000 m2 
function
offices, shops, hotels and 
restaurants, event and 
conference spaces, art gallery 
etc.

The WTC is located at the heart 
of the vibrant global city of 
Rotterdam. The 93-metre-tall 
grey-green tower has become 
a feature of the skyline in 
the Dutch port city. The WTC 
accommodates companies, 
events and conferences, shops, 
hotels and restaurants, art 
exhibitions and much more.

SGS Search launched its transition 
management service to provide 
property owners with technical 
support during their building transition. 

how doeS iT work?
STep 1: deTermine oBjecTiveS
Based on the investor’s objectives, 
we provide technical expertise and 
advice tailored to his organisation’s 
needs. When the investor acquires 
a property or draws up a new 
maintenance budget, he makes an 
assessment of how much value he 
must add to the property over the 
next few years to achieve optimal 
returns from the exploitation of the 
building. We use our technical and 
environmental expertise to determine 

can provide the property owner with 
all of the technical building information 
he needs to make the right choices. 

STep 3: The acTual TranSiTion
We then support the owner during 
the property transition phase. We can 
temporarily assume responsibility 
for the management of the building 
if the owner or manager of the 
property would like us to do so. This 
approach ensures that we can make 
the required improvements to the 
property quickly and efficiently. Our 
tasks include:

•   Drawing up design briefs
•    Subcontracting required remedial 

works
•   Providing permit advice
•    Project management and validation 

of the results via an inspection

If the owner is keen to manage the 
technical aspects of the property 
himself, we can provide transition 
management as a standalone service. 
Our services are all designed to help 
you improve the returns your building 
generates.

comBined experTiSe
The specific inspections required as 
part of a transition process depend on 
the property owner’s requirements. 
Often, one or more of the following 
services form the basis for our 
partnership:

•   Condition assessment
•    Technical building and installation 

inspection
•    Energy performance advice (EPA) or 

 energy audit
•   Fire safety scan
•   Renovation advice
•    Sustainability advice such as 

BREEAM or WELL
•    Asbestos or soil testing and 

decontamination support

which modifications are ‘must haves’ 
or ‘nice to haves’ to realise these 
objectives. We also consider the 
wishes of the users of the building, 
legal requirements and any other 
relevant framework conditions. 

STep 2: deTermine STaTuS 
Once the objectives have been 
mapped out, we create a picture of 
the current status of the property. 
The multi-year maintenance plan 
is our main source of information, 
in conjunction with a condition 
assessment based on a number 
of technical building inspections. 
This approach ensures that the 
opportunities and risks associated with 
the transaction are clear and that we 

The Broerenkerk in Zwolle (the Netherlands) was transformed to a bookstore in 2013

Want to discuss your building 
transition with us? Contact one  
of our experts via email at 
vastgoed@sgssearch.nl or by  
phone on +31 (0)88 214 66 00.
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BaS glaudemanS
Technical due diligence 
experT

‘In today’s property market we are 
seeing less top real estate for sale 
in top locations. So we are receiving 
more and more requests for TDD 
inspections of buildings in less prime 
locations, or in buildings where a lot of 
work is required. In our TDD inspection 
we take into account the investor’s 
plans for the building: does he want to 
continue using it, carry out a transition 
or possibly demolish it? We also draw 
up two cost reports: one for bringing 
the building completely up to date, 
if the buyer wants to continue using 
it. And one with the minimum costs 
that the investor must pay in order to 
preserve the building until the time of 
demolition or transition. This is how 
we try to use our technical expertise 
to offer even more added value for 
investors.’ 

afTerword 

experT Team aT 
SgS Search

arjan BerTelink
energy 
experT

‘An energy label is compulsory when 
buying or selling a building. And from 
2023, a C label will be compulsory 
for most offices. This is a must-
have, and something which property 
owners cannot avoid. But you need 
to look beyond the energy label. 
This often only tells you something 
about the factors that stem from the 
year of construction of the building. 
But ultimately as a property owner 
you want to know what the actual 
consumption is. For various reasons, 
this frequently differs from what 
the energy label says. As a property 
owner, how do you know what 
opportunities there are and what 
investments you will have to make? 
By undergoing a TDD inspection it is 
possible to incorporate investments 
in energy efficiency in the multi-year 
maintenance plan. When is the best 
time to improve sustainability and 
what is the most energy-efficient 
solution? It all begins with insight.’

jorg STaaSSen
fire SafeTy 
experT

‘In virtually all buildings that we 
inspect, we find major or minor 
defects concerning fire safety. How 
can this be the case? Fire safety is 
often not visible in the building. It’s 
above the ceiling, or in the walls and 
partitions. And when it is visible, 
for example in the form of smoke 
detectors, evacuation routes or fire 
extinguishing equipment, it is often 
an eyesore. We see that when major 
fires with victims occur, such as 
the Grenfell Tower fire in London in 
2017, there is a temporary increase 
in fire safety awareness. It motivates 
property owners, they want to know 
whether they have everything in 
order. My tip for property owners 
is to ensure that fire safety is an 
ongoing process. From construction 
to use and maintenance, we often 
see that a building is designed and 
constructed to be fire safe, but things 
go wrong when it comes to building 
management. For example, cables are 
run through without fireproof sealing, 
or a fireproof partition is moved. This 
gives rise not only to risks, but also to 
high repair costs.’

Ben Temming
TranSiTion managemenT 
experT

‘A TDD inspection identifies the weak 
points of a building. It provides the 
information that you as an investor 
need in the purchase process. But 
what can you do with it? It is a starting 
point for maintenance planning, but 
in nine out of 10 cases that is not 
enough. A TDD inspection is often 
carried out under time pressure and 
provides a generalised picture. To be 
able to draw up a thorough multi-
year maintenance plan, the owner 
or manager needs more detailed 
information. This can be obtained 
through a condition assessment in 
accordance with NEN 2767. In this 
assessment we take into account the 
new owner’s plans and objectives, 
for example. Will the office be 
transformed into housing? This would 
incur different costs than if the office 
were to continue to be used as such. 
With a condition assessment we look 
at what the state of the building is 
now, what the owner’s objectives are 
and what management is required to 
achieve them.’
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